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Abstract 
Results are presented frorn the 3D nonlocal electromagnetic turbulence code 

.BOUT [I.] and the linearized shooting code BAL[2] t>o study turbulence in toka- 
rnak boundary plasmas and its relationship to the L-H transition, in a realistic 
divertor plasma geornetry. The key results include: (1) the identification of the 
dominant, resistive X-point mode in divertor geometry and (2) turbulence sup- 
pression in the L-H transition by shear in the ExB drift speed, ion diamagnetism 
and finite polarization. Based on the simulation results, a parameterization of 
the transport is given that includes the dependence on the relevant physical 
parameters. 

1. Boundary Plasma Turbulence Studies 
BOUT rnodels the boundary plasma that spans the separatrix using fluid 

equations for plasma vorticity, density, ion temperature and parallel mornen- 
turn, and electron tempera,ture and parallel momentum. The basic set of eyua- 
t&ions is d.escribed in Ref. [3] with extension to include magnetic pumping term 
by replacing the scalar pressure with the anisotropic pressure & = Pi? - 
3qO((VExR + (&pi) *vlIl’)(bb- ‘rf), h w ere ‘I u is the classical parallel viscos- 
ity. This reduced equation set includes the well-known linea,r instability drives 
for (1) Conducting-wall modes, (2) Kelvin-Helmholtz modes, (3) Curvature- 
driven ideal MHD ballooning and resistive ballooning modes, (4) resistive drift 
Alfven modes, (5) V rcvll modes, and, (6) axial shea,r modes (Vllv~~~). In or- 
der to investigate pedestal physics, we first run the edge pla,sma tra,nsport code 
IJEDGE/EFIT to get the X-point magnetic geometry and plssrna profiles. 

The BA.L code is a linear eigenvalue code that solves a similar set of fluid 
equations as BOUT on field lines in the edge and SOL plasma for realistic 
X-point geometry. The code implements the eikonal approximation, retaining 
drift, resistive and collisionless skin effects. We employ BAL to gain insight 
into the physics of the underlying linear instabilities in boundary plasmas, to 
benchmark the 3D turbulence code BOUT, and to search for various instability 
thresholds. 

In an X-point divertor geometry, the local pitch q(r, 0) varies along the 
magnetic ield line and there exists a. steep pa,rallel gradient of 4 near the X- 
point. There are two effects: (1) 1 ocal magnetic shear ,?(r, 0) becomes large 
nea.r the X-point; (2) the magnetic connection length (LII - q(r, H)R) becomes 
infinite when a, flux tube passes near an X-point. The first effect yields rapid 
mode oscillation along the field line near the X-point, and the validity of the 
eikonal representation becomes questionable. However, the parallel electron 
viscous damping and heat conduction terms smooth rapid kll variations near 
the X-points. In the electromagnetic regime (E = kic’/w$ < I), we find that, 
normally the dissipation terms are smaller tha.n the others by 0(c). However, 
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near the X-point(s), E may exceed one because Ic, is large, dissipation can become 
important, and the modes become electrostatic. The localization of dissipa,tion 
and electron skin effects near the X-points enables resi.stive curvature driven 
modes with strong drive near the X-point(s). This physics profound1.y affects 
the unstable spectrum, and generally results in modes being localized between 
the upper and lower X--points on the low-held-side. Thus we refer to it, as the 
“resistive X-point modes”. The eigenmode structure from a typical BOUT 
simulation is shown in %ig. 1. The fiuctuating potential is peaked near the 
low X-point just inside the separatrix. As shown in Fig. I, even though the 
geometry is a single null divertor, there is still an X-point near the scrape-off- 
layer (SOL) on the top of the machine, and its magnetic shear limits penetration 
of the fiuctuations into inside of the torus. BOUT runs with the curvature term 
turned off show the significant reduction of linea,c instability growth rate. Linear 
eikonal ballooning analysis BAT, also shows that the X-point dramatica.lly affects 
the eigenfunction shape and unstable spectrum. Fig. 2 shows eigenfunction 
and linear growth rate in SOL with and without X-points (in the latter case, 
U, and magnetic shear S are set to the mid-plane values). The fluctuation 
peaks near X-points and linear growth rate is typically smaller with the X.-point 
present. In the case without X-point, the eigenfunction peaked near where the 
lower X--point would have been since the curvature drive is strong there; the 
conduction-wal.l-m.ode is unstable, but is subdomina,nted where the magnetic 
field line normally intercepts the conducting plates. The frequency spectra of 
the mid-plane particle flux from probe measurements and BOUT simulations in 
I, mode shows reasonable agreement [3]. 

2. L-H Transition 
For given DIII-D discharge 89840, we analyze the instabilities and turbu- 

lence at two different time slices 2370ms and 2470ms, corresponding to L and 
II mode. We obtain equilibrium plasma, profiles by using hyperbolic tangent 
fits to the mid-plane experimental data for the plasma density N;u, electron 
temperature Teu, ion temperature TAO and assuming uniform profiles along the 
field line. We find that, there is little change in the magnetic geometry in L and 
H mode. The plasma density Niu is radially steepened by a factor of 4, the ion 
temperature is steepened by a factor of 2, the electron temperature is steepened 
by a factor of 1.5 from L to H mode. 

From BAL calculations, we find that, in the DIII-D H phase, the ideal 
MHD edge b, 11 a ooning mode is nea,r the marginal stability boundary and is a 
good candidate for the quasi-coherent mode seen in the experiments [4]. In both 
the L and H phases, a broad range of unsta.ble toroidsl rnode numbers n, was 
found for resistive X-point modes, in the range 1~ N 30 - 400. The most linearly 
unsta,ble growth rate and mode number n are benchmarked between two codes 
BOUT and BAL in the L-mode phase. After averaging the 1inea.r growth rate 
on different flux surfaces from BAL over a half radial mode width from BOUT, 
the two codes a,gree very well. 

In order to investigate the physics influences on the electric field E,, we 
start from the Braginskii force balance equation: 

This equation can be separated into equilibrium and turbulent parts El = 
ELO + SEI: 

E-LO = (2) 



The equilibrium electric .field E 10 is calculated either from measured plasma 
profiles or from the edge plasma transport code UEDGE [5] (which solves the 
current continuity equation VI nie(Vf - Vz) = 0 and ‘vt are iteratively deter- 
mined from Eq. (2)). Instead of calculating SE1 from Eq. (3), the turbulent 64 
is obtained from quasineutrality (S~Z, = 6ni); submiting Eq. (3) for the electron 
and ion species into the current continuity equation (V-65 = 0) gives the vortic- 
ity equation. The calculated electric held E, on mid-plane from BOUT is given 
in Fig. 3 for the H.-mode phase. It is shown that the overall radial profile of E1, 
is determined by equilibrium force balance equation; however, the turbulence 
produces significant poloidal flow just inside the separatrix. The E,. in L-mode 
is small and positive. The turbulent suppression of fluctuating potential (S&)Y,,,S 
and ion 1lea.t diffusivity xi are shown in Fig. 4 and 5. Even in the absence of flow 
shear, the SOL transport is moderated due to finite ion diamagnetism and finite 
polarization stabilization of SOL modes [6]. Flow shear reduces turbulence both 
in the SOL and edge regions[7][8]. 

3. L-mode Transport Scalings 

The turbulent transport coefficients can be expressed in the form: XI = n 
XGRF(P, /‘s/&h h//b, LII/h 2, ;,A). Here XGB = (cTe/eRO)(ps/L~) is the 
gyro-Bohm coefficient, and .T ,I represents the set of scale lengths of density, 
temperature, parallel velocity and ion pressure gradient perpendicular to B. 
.F is a dimensionless function of the dimensionless arguments determined from 
theoretical arguments and/or from simulations. The dependence of xi on ,6’ 
is plotted in Fig. 7, the dependence of xi on v,i is given in Fig. 8, and the 
dependence of x; on L, is given in Fig. 9. 

4. Summary 

Our 3D nonlocal fluid turbulence simulations have been extended for bound- 
ary p1asma.s into the experimentally relevant X-point, divertor geometry. A broad 
range of high toroidal mode number n for resistive X-point turbulence is found 
in the range n N 30 - 400 both for L-mode and H-mode. The localization of 
electron skin effects near the X-points enables resistive curvature driven modes 
with strong drive near the X-point(s). Flow shear is found to be the dominant 
mechanism for the suppression of boundary turbulence in edge (as well as SOL). 
Turbulence simulations yield a visible poloidal fiow just inside the ma,gnetic sep- 
aratrix. The scaling scans of the transport show the sensitivities of xi on p, u,; 
and L,,. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. Fluctuating potential e(~$),/7’,~ in 2D radial and poloidal plan frorn a 
typica, BOUT simulatjon. 

Fig. 2. (a) Fluctuating potential with and without X-point; (b) linea,r growth 
rate with and without X-point. 

Fig. 3. Electric field E,( 2 in H mode from BOUT simulations. ) The solid 
line is the computed I$.( *) 2 including the turbulence-generated contribution, 
the dashed line is the equilibrium ektrk field calculated from the smoothed 
diamagnetic flow and the sheath potential in the SOL, The dot from CER, mea- 
surements. 

Fig. 4. Electrostatic potential fiuctuations e(Q,)V/~eo across the separatrix rnea- 
sured at mid-plane from BOUT simulations 

Fig. 5. Turbulence-generated ion heat diffusivity y; from BOUT simulations. 

Fig. 6. Scaling with ,8 = /?/2/ie,pcL, = m,/fVl~,/? = 8mTe/B”, of the ion heat 
diffusivity xi from the E x B contribution. 
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